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ABSTRACT  

 

Evaporation from porous structured surfaces is encountered in a variety of applications including 

electronics cooling, desalination, and solar energy generation. Of major interest in the design of 

thermal systems for such applications is a prediction of the heat and mass transfer rates during 

evaporation from these surfaces. The present study develops a figure of merit (FOM) that 

characterizes the efficacy of evaporative heat transfer from microstructured surfaces. Geometric 

quantities such as the contact line length per unit area, porosity, and contact angle that are 

independent of details of the surface structure are utilized to develop the FOM, allowing for 

flexibility in its application to a variety of structured surfaces. This metric is calibrated against an 

evaporative heat transfer model and further benchmarked with evaporation heat transfer data from 

the literature. The FOM successfully captures the variation in evaporation heat transfer coefficient 

across different structures as well as the optimum dimensions for a given structure, and therefore 

can serve as a tool to survey available structures and also optimize their dimensions for heat and 

mass transfer enhancement. 

 

Keywords:  thin-film evaporation; structured surfaces; microstructures; thermal performance; two-

phase cooling.   
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Nomenclature 
A  area, m2 

fpA  footprint area, m2 

mA  effective area for conduction between liquid-vapor 
interface and solid-liquid interface, m2 

D  diameter, m 
FOM  figure of merit 

chH  characteristic liquid film height, m 

ch0H  characteristic liquid film height from the projection of the 
meniscus, m 

h  height of liquid meniscus, m 

effh   overall evaporation heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2-K) 

evaph  evaporation heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2·K) 

fgh  enthalpy of vaporization, J/kg 

lk  liquid thermal conductivity, W/(m·K) 

chl  relevant length scale for evaporation, m 

M  molar mass, kg/mol 
P  pitch, m 

*P  effective pitch, m  
q′′  heat flux, W cm-2 

effq′′  overall heat flux from structured surface, W cm-2 
*R  radius of curvature of the meniscus, m 

condR  thermal conduction resistance due to the liquid film, K/W 

effR  effective resistance from the base of the microstructure to 
the top, K/W  

evapR  thermal resistance due to interfacial evaporation, K/W 

uR  universal gas constant, J/mol-K 
S  spacing between the structures, m 

ch0δ  characteristic liquid film thickness from projection of the 
meniscus, m 

lvT  liquid-vapor interface temperature, K 

vT  vapor temperature, K 

wT  wall/microstructure temperature, K 

ru  radial flow velocity, m/s 
w  width, m 
Greek 
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lvρ∆  difference in liquid and vapor density, kg/m3 

T∆  superheat ( )w vT T− , K 

( )yδ  thickness of the liquid between the structure and liquid-
vapor interface at a particular height, m 

c0δ  critical film thickness, m 

chδ  characteristic liquid film thickness, m 
ε  area-based porosity 
µ  dynamic viscosity, m2/s 
θ  contact angle, rad  
σ̂  accommodation coefficient 
Subscripts 
ch characteristic quantities 
cond quantity at the solid-liquid interface 
e evaporation 
eff effective properties 
evap quantity at the liquid-vapor interface 
pillar quantity corresponding to a pillar structure 
pore quantity corresponding to a pore structure 
sq quantity corresponding to a square array structure 
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1. Introduction 

 

Evaporation plays a central role in several applications including energy conversion [1–3], 

steam generation [4,5], desalination [6], self-assembly [7], and electronics cooling. The last of 

these applications encounters serious challenges as the performance and efficiency of modern logic 

processors, power amplifier devices, and other integrated circuits is limited by the ability to 

effectively dissipate the heat generated inside these components. In particular, high heat fluxes 

must be dissipated through small device footprint areas. The energy absorbed as latent heat by 

liquid-vapor phase change during evaporation offers one of the most promising cooling solutions. 

Phase-change-based thermal management technologies such as immersion cooling [8], jet 

impingement [9], and microchannel flow boiling [10] all involve evaporation processes. 

Understanding these processes, as well as developing tools for predicting and enhancing 

evaporation heat transfer, is key to designing cooling technologies involving liquid-vapor phase 

change. 

Early studies of evaporation transport considered thin-film menisci formed in small capillary 

tubes, with notable contributions by Derjagin et al. [11]. Since then, the fundamentals of phase 

change transport in thin films have been extensively investigated using theoretical [12–15], 

experimental [16–18], and numerical methods [19,20]. For a heated surface covered with an 

evaporating liquid film, heat from the solid substrate is conducted through the bulk of the liquid 

and then rejected via phase change at the liquid-vapor interface. Over a majority of the film surface, 

evaporation is suppressed by the high thermal resistance offered by the bulk liquid. For a wetting 

liquid, much of the evaporation occurs from a thin-film region (also called transition region) due 

to the low thermal resistance of the film in this region, and also a weaker molecular attraction to 

the solid surface than in the much smaller absorbed-film region closest to the solid-liquid-vapor 

triple line. To exploit thin-film evaporation, systems are designed to enhance the area of the liquid-

vapor interface that is in close proximity to the heating surface (film thickness on the order of 

microns), with low thermal resistance and high evaporation flux [21]. The use of micro-/nano-

structured surfaces helps to further increase the available thin-film area for evaporation so as to 

enhance the effective heat transfer coefficient.  

Phase change from microstructured surfaces offers two major advantages: (i) avoidance of 

surface dryout; and (ii) enhancement in the heat transfer coefficient. The microscale gaps between 
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the microstructures allow the surface to wick or imbibe liquid by capillary action, ensuring that it 

is wetted with liquid while the phase change process dissipates heat. At a certain heat flux, 

capillarity becomes insufficient to maintain the required rate of liquid feeding, causing dryout. 

This phenomenon leads to failure in devices like heat pipes and vapor chambers, and has therefore 

attracted much attention especially with respect to transport in wick structures [22–25]. 

Another crucial role of microstructuring is to increase the number of liquid menisci per unit 

footprint area, and thus increase the total length of the three-phase contact line over which strong 

thin-film evaporation occurs. This leads to an increase in the thin-film evaporation area and thereby 

the overall effective heat transfer coefficient. In order to design optimal microstructures to enhance 

evaporation, it is important to understand the influence of morphological parameters on the heat 

transfer coefficient. Several prior works have studied the influence of microstructuring on the 

effective evaporative heat transfer coefficient [25–32].  

Hanlon and Ma [25] explored the dryout heat flux and heat transfer coefficient during 

evaporation from a sintered copper wick. An analytical model based on thin-film evaporation at 

the top surface coupled with hydrodynamic modeling for flow was used to predict the heat transfer 

capability of wicks. Supported by experiments using wicks of different thicknesses, wick 

properties such as particle size, porosity, thickness were found to play an important in the 

enhancement of evaporative heat transfer. Simulations of evaporation from liquid menisci formed 

in different wick structures have also been conducted in the literature to assess their heat transfer 

performance. In a study by Ranjan et al. [26], four wick geometries (horizontal wires, vertical 

wires, square packed spheres, and rectangular ribs) were compared. The simulations first 

determined a fixed interface shape using energy minimization. The conductive and convective heat 

transfer in the fluid domain was then simulated numerically using a finite volume approach. The 

simulations captured phase change at the liquid-vapor interface using Schrage’s expression for 

evaporated mass flux [33]. Based on the simulations, the contribution of Marangoni convection 

inside the structures was concluded to be negligible compared to the conduction heat transfer; 

packed spheres showed the highest rate of evaporation out of the four different geometries studied. 

The work also explored the influence of contact angle, surface superheat, porosity, and wire 

diameter on heat transfer coefficient for horizontal wires. Ranjan et al. [27] also explored novel 

micropillared, pyramidal, and conical structures for application in thin vapor chambers. A 

permeability model for simulating the flow through these structures was developed in conjunction 
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with the evaporation model to compare both the hydrodynamic and evaporative performance of 

the novel wicks. Pyramidal wick structures were found to outperform other wicks in terms of 

capillary pressure generated as well as the evaporation rate. Bodla et al. [28] numerically estimated 

the thin-film evaporation from real sintered particle samples reconstructed using X-ray 

microtomography. For a given porous structure, the steady shape of the liquid meniscus was 

obtained by an unsteady volume-of-fluid approach, and a heat transfer analysis following the 

approach of Ranjan et al. [26] was performed by fixing the meniscus at the steady shape. The 

evaporation mass flux was found to increase with a decrease in contact angle and particle size. 

This effective increase was attributed to the increase in the overall meniscus area. 

Highly ordered microstructures based on silicon photolithography have also been used to study 

evaporation. Farokhnia et al. [29] explored the influence of geometric parameters on the 

evaporative heat transfer coefficient from three different structures. Square pillars, circular pillars, 

and rectangular ribs were analytically modelled assuming conduction as the heat transfer pathway 

from the solid structure to the evaporating interface of constant curvature. The work explored the 

optimum structure geometric parameters for maximizing the heat transfer coefficient enhancement 

and found the optimal width-to-spacing ratios for rectangular ribs. They fabricated and 

experimentally measured the evaporation heat flux from square pillar arrays to validate their 

model. Adera et al. [30] experimentally characterized capillary-limited thin-film evaporation from 

silicon micropillar arrays. Dryout heat fluxes and superheats were measured experimentally for 

different micropillared surfaces and were shown to agree well with an analytical model. The model 

consisted of a liquid flow prediction using the Brinkman equation and a superheat prediction using 

an effective thermal network resistance model. 

Researchers have also explored the use of novel microstructures that aim to enhance 

evaporation by increasing the thin-film region by designing the curvature of the solid surface. 

Montazeri et al. [31] performed 2D conduction simulations to explore the influence of pore size 

on the evaporation heat transfer coefficient performance of cylindrical grooves. The results showed 

a decrease in evaporation performance with an increase in contact angle and the pore diameter. 

Bang et al. [32] introduced superhydrophilic aluminum catenoidal structures for evaporator wicks. 

The heat transfer coefficient from these structures was experimentally found to be ~117% higher 

than cylindrical structures. The experimental study was also complemented with predictions of 
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evaporation by performing simulations of liquid-filled structures using numerical approaches 

similar to those discussed above.  

This review establishes that the modeling of the evaporation heat transfer coefficient from 

structured surfaces follows either high-fidelity conjugate numerical simulations or thermal 

conduction modeling, and the approaches agree well with each other [26]. These modeling 

approaches have limited utility, however, for surveying the performance of different surface 

structures, as a simulation is required to evaluate each specific geometry while searching for an 

optimum morphology. There is a need for lower-order modeling approaches that can quickly 

assess microstructured surfaces of any generalized morphology for enhancing the heat transfer 

coefficient during evaporation.  

In the present work, we develop a figure of merit (FOM) that serves as a simple metric to 

evaluate the evaporative heat flux from structured surfaces. Rather than requiring a model of the 

structure geometry, the FOM includes only effective parameters such as porosity, three-phase 

contact line length per unit area, and contact angle, and hence is structure-agonistic. The FOM can 

serve as a tool for surveying and deciding between surface morphologies in a large search domain 

across various applications. In the sections that follow, an effective evaporation model is first 

developed for purposes of calibration of the FOM by comparing the evaporation heat fluxes of 

three basic geometries: a hexagonal pillar array, square pillar array, and square cylindrical pore 

array. The FOM is then subsequently developed by simplifying and scaling the 3-D meniscus to a 

uniform film of constant thickness. The FOM is compared against data in the literature for various 

structured surfaces, establishing its validity as a tool for accurately predicting the relative 

performance between structures. Lastly, the FOM formulation is analyzed to obtain insight into 

the design objective for maximizing the evaporative heat transfer coefficient. 

2. Modeling Approach 

Evaporation from a structured surface is a multifaceted phenomenon involving phase change, 

capillary wicking, conduction, and convection. For a given structured surface, the heat transfer 

coefficient depends not only on its morphology, but also on the ambient conditions, fluid 

properties, liquid feeding, and other factors. To isolate the effect of surface morphology on the 

heat transfer coefficient for purposes of developing a figure of merit, appropriate assumptions and 

boundary conditions are used to suppress these other influences on evaporation. The ambient vapor 
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pressure, as well as advection and diffusion in the surrounding gas domain, can critically influence 

phase change and hence the evaporative performance of the surface under unsaturated vapor 

conditions [34]. Hence, a saturated pure vapor environment is considered for the modeling, which 

is representative of most applications and eliminates the influence of the gas domain. Liquid 

feeding through the structure also plays an important role in maintaining evaporation. To maintain 

a mass balance during evaporation, liquid is replenished by capillary action to maintain a steady 

meniscus profile. While insufficient feeding could trigger a change in the meniscus shape, leading 

to a coupling between liquid wicking and evaporation [30], for the present study, the structure is 

assumed to be well-fed with liquid such that the liquid meniscus inside the structures is static. 

Liquid in between the structures develops a temperature gradient due to heating from the 

substrate below and/or evaporative cooling at the interface that can induce convective currents. It 

has been shown in past work that the contribution of advection heat transfer is negligible compared 

with conduction to the evaporating interface [26]. Therefore, convection inside the liquid is 

neglected, and conduction is considered as the sole mechanism of heat transfer through the liquid 

to the evaporating interface. The heat rejection pathway thereby occurs via conduction through the 

solid structures, conduction through the liquid, and then evaporation at the liquid-vapor interface. 

The resistance to conduction through the solid is comparatively small and is neglected under the 

assumption that the conductivity of the solid structures is large. For high-aspect-ratio or low-

conductivity structures that develop a thermal gradient along their height, an additional conduction 

resistance could be trivially included. 

2.1  Evaporation model 

In this subsection, an evaporation model is developed to predict the heat flux for three typical 

surface structure morphologies: circular pillars (hexagonal array), circular pillars (square array), 

and cylindrical pores (square array). Consider the unit cell of a regularly repeating solid surface 

structure and liquid meniscus shown in Figure 1. The structure shown in this figure is sketched for 

a representative geometry, and could be assumed as a pore to facilitate understanding, although 

the derivation that follows is presented in general terms and is applicable for each of the different 

structures considered. As previously discussed, the heat rejection occurs from solid to the liquid-

vapor interface, followed by evaporation to the saturated vapor ambient. Considering a differential 
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element along the meniscus, as shown on the right side of Figure 1, and applying conservation of 

energy  

 cond cond evap evapq dA q dA′′ ′′=   (1) 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic drawing that depicts the shape of the meniscus within a structured surface. 
The meniscus has a constant curvature with radius ( *R ) and contact angle (θ ). A differential 
element of the meniscus shows the thermal conduction pathway from the structure to the interface.  

 

We assume the solid structure is at a uniform temperature Tw. The left-hand side of the above 

equation represents the heat entering the elemental control volume of liquid film located at a height 

y and of thickness ( )yδ . At steady state, the heat entering the control volume is conducted to the 

liquid-vapor interface and rejected via evaporation. Heat flow by conduction is given by 

 
( )w lv l m

cond cond ( )
T T k dA

q dA
yδ

−
′′ =   (2) 

where δ and mdA are respectively the film thickness and effective elemental area through which 

conduction occurs. The local evaporation heat at the liquid-vapor interface is given by  

 ( )evap evap lv vq h T T′′ = −   (3) 

The evaporation heat flux defined based on the footprint area fpA  of the unit cell is given by  

 evap
evap evap

"
eff

fp

A
q dA

q
A

′′
=
∫

  (4) 

Neglecting the effects of convection inside the liquid, an energy balance on the control volume 

gives cond cond evap evapq dA q dA′′ ′′= . Eliminating lvT  using the energy balance and using Equations (2) to 

(4), the heat flux can be rewritten as 
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( )( )( )evap

evap"
eff

fp evap cond cond m c0

1
1A

h T
q dA

A dA dA dA dA δ δ
∆

=
+∫  (5) 

 
Here w vT T T∆ = − is the superheat of the surface, 0 l evap/c k hδ =  is the critical film thickness and 

the elemental areas evapdA and conddA  are described in Figure 1. The evaporation heat transfer 

coefficient at the liquid-vapor interface under saturation conditions is calculated as 

 
2

v fg
evap

v u v

ˆ2
ˆ2 2

h Mh
T R T
ρσ

σ π
=

−
 (6) 

The expression for the heat flux in Equation (5) is independent of the morphology of the 

structured surface and can be applied to the pillar and pore structures depicted in Figure 2. The 

meniscus around a pillar inside the pillar arrays is not axisymmetric. In order to simplify the 

problem, we assume each pillar in the array is surrounded by an axisymmetric meniscus of outer 

diameter *
pillarP  as shown in Figure 2 (a). These effective pitches are calculated by converting the 

footprint area to a radial domain from the square/hexagonal domain as depicted in Figure 2. For 

instance, for the square pillar array, the area occupied by the meniscus in a unit cell is 
2 2

sq pillar 4P Dπ−  (Figure 2 (c)). This area is equated with the liquid-filled area in the effective 

meniscus in Figure 2 (a) to get *
pillarP . Inserting the appropriate areas for either a square or 

hexagonal pillar array (Figure 2 (c,d)), an expression for the evaporation heat flux for the pillar 

geometries using Equation (5) is given by 

 
( )

( )
( )( ) ( )*

pillar pillar

eff,pillar

2
1 sin 2cos pillar evap"

2 0
pillar pillar evap2

pillar
pillar l

2 2 14
2

1 1 2 ln
2

P D D h T
q dy

P D h
D

D k

θ θ π δ δ

π δ
δ δ

− −

∗

′+ + ∆
=

 +
′+ + +   

 

∫   (7) 

 

A similar expression can be derived for the pore geometry (Figure 2 (e)) using Equation (5)  

 
( )

( )

( ) ( )pore

2
1 sin 2cos pore evap"

eff,pore 2 0
pore pore evap2

pore
pore l

2 1 24
2

1 1 2 ln
2

D D h T
q dy

P D h
D

D k

θ θ π δ δ

π
δ δ

δ

−

∗

′+ − ∆
=

 
′+ + −   − 

∫   (8) 
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Figure 2. Schematic drawings of an evaporating meniscus (a) around a pillar and (b) in a pore. 
Top-down views are shown for (c) a square pillar array, (d) a hexagonal pillar array, and (e) a 
square pore array. The structures in the array (c-d) are transformed to axisymmetric unit cells 
represented in (a-b). 

The above equations are valid for any generic shape of the meniscus ( )yδ . For the results 

presented in the current study, the meniscus is assumed to have a constant radius of curvature (R*) 

and the above two equations are further simplified. The shape of the meniscus is a circular arc with 

the appropriate contact angle, rotated around the pillar. The integrals are solved numerically to 

obtain the heat fluxes and overall heat transfer coefficients as a function of the surface morphology 

and the superheat ( T∆ ). 

2.2 Evaporation Figure of Merit (FOM) 
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Figure 3. Schematic drawings depicting the simplification of the meniscus shape to develop the 
figure of merit. The meniscus shape used for (a) the evaporation model and (b) the simplification 
to a uniform thickness and height for deriving the figure of merit are shown. 

The generic expression representing the evaporation heat flux (Equation (5)) developed in the 

previous section has limited utility as a performance metric due to its integral form and the 

geometrical complexity involved in calculating the differentials for a 3D meniscus. To derive an 

evaporation figure of merit (FOM), we assume that the meniscus is composed of a uniform liquid 

film that has a characteristic thickness chδ  and height chH  (as per the simplification depicted in 

Figure 3). Expressions for the characteristic thickness and height of the film, which depend on the 

specific structure, will be discussed after the introduction of the FOM. Per this simplification, heat 

is conducted from the solid to the interface through a uniform liquid film of thickness chδ  and 

height chH . The evaporation figure of merit is defined as the non-dimensional heat flux from a 

given structured surface. The heat flux can be further decomposed into the thermal resistances to 

evaporation as  

 
"

cond evapeff

evap evap fp

T
R RqFOM

h T h A T

 ∆
  + = =

∆ ∆
  (9) 

Based on the effective thin-film properties, the conduction resistance across the thin film is 

given by cond ch l ch cl( )R k H Lδ= , where clL  is the three-phase contact line length inside a unit cell 

and lk  is the thermal conductivity of the liquid. The interfacial evaporative resistance is given by 

evap evap evap1 ( )R h A= . The figure of merit then becomes 
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1

evap fp fpch

l ch cl evap

h A A
FOM

k H L A
δ

−
    = +          

 (10) 

All the parameters involved in the evaporation figure of merit can be organized into relevant 

parameter groupings that govern the evaporative performance: (i) the three-phase contact line 

length per unit area ( cl fpL A ), (ii) a thermophysical property constant ( l evapk h ), (iii) the effective 

area of evaporation ( evap fpA A ), and (iv) the characteristic dimensions of the liquid thin film 

( ch chHδ ). The figure of merit as defined does not incorporate the conduction resistance through 

the solid microstructures from the base of the surface. This resistance is negligible for the structures 

with very low aspect ratios in this work. For high aspect ratio structures, an extension of the FOM 

is offered in the supplemental material S1 that incorporates conduction resistance through the solid 

substrate. 

The three-phase contact line length per unit area for a given morphology can be easily 

calculated with knowledge of the height of the meniscus ( h ). For example, for a square pillared 

structure, the contact line length in a unit cell is sqDπ and unit footprint area is 2
sqP . Expressions 

for various other structures are depicted in Table 1. The thermophysical property constant is 

calculated based on the liquid thermal conductivity and evaph .  

The effective area of evaporation ( evap fpA A ) is the area of the meniscus available for 

evaporation per unit footprint area. This is defined in terms of a two-dimensional porosity (ε ) and 

the contact angle (θ ). The two-dimensional porosity is defined as the ratio of projected liquid-

filled area and the footprint area: proj fpA Aε = . The meniscus area available for evaporation is 

greater than the projected liquid-filled area due to the meniscus curvature. To calculate this 

quantity, we broadly categorize the surface structures into two meniscus shapes, either 3D 

axisymmetric or 2D extruded. If the meniscus is close to axisymmetric (e.g., in the case of a pore/ 

sphere array/ pillar array), the effective area is calculated based on a 3D spherical meniscus 

approximation: evap

fp

2
1 sin

A
A

ε
θ

=
+

. For cases having a 2D extruded meniscus, such as that in 
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rectangular ribs or horizontal wires, the enhancement is based on a cylindrical meniscus shape: 

evap

fp

2
cos

A
A

πε θ

θ

 − 
 = .  

 A scaling analysis is used to estimate the ratio of characteristic thin-film thickness ( chδ ) to 

height ( chH ) (see supplemental material S2 for the details of this analysis). The characteristic film 

thickness is at a scale of ( )
11 1

ch c0/ 2Sδ δ
−− − +  and the characteristic height of the meniscus 

( ) ( )
11 1

ch ch/ 2H S l
−− − = +  . The length of the intrinsic meniscus ( chl ) is defined as a multiple of 

chδ , and the multiplication factor ch c05l δ= is found based on calibration against the evaporation 

model developed in Section 2.1 for a range of structure length scales and contact angles. The thin-

film characteristic thickness-to-height ratio can be calculated as  

 
( )

( ) ( )

11 1
c0ch

11 1
ch

c0

/ 2

/ 2 5

S

H S

δδ

δ

−− −

−− −

 + =
 + 

  (11) 

 

The above formula neglects the influence of contact angle and structure curvature on the thin-

film characteristics. However, the inclusion of such effects would compromise the simplicity of 

the FOM. For the reader’s interest, an extension of the formulation is presented in the supplemental 

material S3 that also captures the influence of contact angle and structure curvature. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Comparison of the evaporation model with the figure of merit (FOM) 

The figure of merit (FOM) developed above is compared against the evaporation model 

(Section 2.1). Figure 4 (a) presents the heat flux predictions of the three different structured 

surfaces considered using the evaporation model. The pitch of the structured surfaces is held 

constant at 20 mµ  and their diameter-to-pitch ratio is changed to vary the porosity. The model is 

solved at a surface superheat of 2.5 °C  for water at a saturation temperature of 298K with an 
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accommodation coefficient of ˆ 0.3σ = . The thermophysical properties used to compare against 

different studies are provided in the supplemental material S4. Figure 4 (b) presents the calculated 

FOM for these structures. Note that the evaporation model for heat flux (W/cm2) and the figure of 

merit (dimensionless) have different units.  

  
Figure 4. Prediction of evaporative performance of square array pillars, hexagonal array pillars, 
and square pore array structures. The porosity is varied by changing the diameter-to-pitch ratio 
while keeping the pitch constant at 20 mP µ=  and contact angle 60θ = ° : (a) heat flux predicted 
by the evaporation model; and (b) the figure of merit (FOM).  

 

A comparison of Figure 4 (a) and (b) reveals that the figure of merit appropriately captures the 

trends in the heat flux for the different array morphologies and parameters for these three different 

structures. Circular pores (square array) exhibit an increase in heat flux with porosity. At a given 

pitch, increasing the pore diameter increases the three-phase contact line length and the effective 

area available for evaporation. Both changes help to increase the evaporative heat transfer from 

the surface. In contrast, the performance of the pillar arrays is non-monotonic. At low porosities, 

the area available for evaporation is very low; as the porosity is increased the available area of 

evaporation increases, but the three-phase contact line length per unit area decreases. These 

opposing trends give rise to a non-monotonic variation in the heat flux with porosity in the pillared 

structures.  The figure of merit captures these essential trends; specifically, the monotonic and non-

monotonic nature of the porosity dependence is captured for both pore and pillared structures, 

respectively. Additionally, the optimum porosity for the square pillar array and hexagonal pillar 

array are respectively predicted to be 0.67 and 0.65 based on the evaporation model. The FOM for 

these structures predicts optima of 0.74 and 0.73, respectively, within 13% of the evaporation 
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model predictions for this case. Furthermore, the FOM captures the relative evaporative heat 

transfer performance across different structure types. For instance, according to the evaporation 

model in Figure 4 (a), at a given porosity, the circular pore (square array) is predicted to perform 

better than the hexagonal pillar array, followed by the square pillar array. This same sequence is 

captured by the figure of merit in Figure 4 (b). 

Ideally, a figure of merit for evaporative heat transfer would have a directly proportional 

correlation to the predicted heat fluxes. To verify that this is true of the proposed FOM, the 

evaporation FOM obtained for the different structures at various porosities is plotted in Figure 5 

against their respective heat flux dissipation rates predicted by the evaporation model. The data 

collapse into a nearly linear correlation between the heat flux and FOM. An important observation 

is that this linear correlation is independent of the morphology of the structure used. The 

generalized figure of merit formula given by Equation (10) depends solely on the three-phase 

contact line length per unit area, the effective area of evaporation, characteristic dimensions of the 

thin liquid film and liquid properties. All these parameter groupings can be generally defined for 

any structure type, which allows for its application across different morphological structures. 

Comparison to data in the literature for additional structures is considered in the next section.  

 

Figure 5. Heat flux predicted by the evaporation model (Figure 4a) is plotted against the figure of 
merit (Figure 4b) for circular pillars (square array), circular pillars (hexagonal array), and 
circular pores (square array).  
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3.2 Comparison of the figure of merit (FOM) with data from the literature 

In this section, we show the FOM is valid for assessing the evaporation performance trends 

across different structures surveyed in the literature. Extant evaporative heat transfer performance 

data are collected from experimental, numerical, and analytical studies. Among the many previous 

studies, the comparison is restricted to studies of evaporation from microstructured surfaces 

(length scale on the order of ~1 µm to ~1000 µm) to a saturated vapor ambient from a static 

meniscus. This narrows the available results to those from Ranjan et al. ([26], [27]), Montazeri et 

al. [31], and Farokhnia et al. [29]. Expressions for the parameters required to calculate the FOM 

for the different microstructure morphologies are given in Table 1.  

Table 1. Expressions for parameter groupings for different microstructured surfaces.  

Structure type Unit cell top 

view and side 

view 

Porosity (ε )  
cl

fp

L
A  

evap

fp

A
A

 

Square pillars 

(square array) 

 

2

1 w
P

 −  
 

 2

4w
P  

2
1 sin

ε
θ+  

Circular pillars 

(square array) 

 

2

1
4

D
P

π  −  
 

 2

D
P
π

 
2

1 sin
ε
θ+  
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Structure type Unit cell top 

view and side 

view 

Porosity (ε )  
cl

fp

L
A  

evap

fp

A
A

 

Circular pillars 

(hex array) 

 

211
2 3

D
P

 −  
 

 2

2
3

D
P

π  2
1 sin

ε
θ+  

Circular pores 

(square array) 

 

2

4
D
P

π  
 
 

 2

D
P
π

 
2

1 sin
ε
θ+  

Rectangular ribs 

 

1 w
P

 −  
 

 
2
P  2

cos

πε θ

θ

 − 
   

Circular ribs 

 

1 D
P

 −  
 

 
2
P  2

cos

πε θ

θ

 − 
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Structure type Unit cell top 

view and side 

view 

Porosity (ε )  
cl

fp

L
A  

evap

fp

A
A

 

Packed Sphere 

array (square) 

 

2

1
4

D
P

π  −  
 

 2

D
P
π

 
2

1 sin
ε
θ+  

Conical structures 

(square packed) 

 

22

21 1R h
P H

π
  − −  

   
 

*h is the meniscus height 

2

2 1R h
P H
π  − 

 
 

2
1 sin

ε
θ+

 

Pyramidal 

structures (square 

packed) 

 

2

1 1W h
P H

  − −    
 

*h is the meniscus height 

2

4 1W h
P H

 − 
 

 
2

1 sin
ε
θ+

 

Horizontal 

cylindrical 

grooves 

 

( )222 2 /R H h R P
P

− − =  

*h (meniscus height) is taken to 

be the height of the structure 

2 / P  

2
cos

πε θ

θ

 − 
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The influence of dimensional parameter variations, such as porosity and size of the surface 

structures, on the FOM are compared with literature [26, 29]. Comparison of  trends predicted by 

the figure of merit against the results of Farokhnia et al. [29], who explored the influence of 

porosity on the evaporative performance of square pillars (square array), circular pillars (square 

array), and rectangular ribs, is presented in Figure 6 a-c.  The left vertical axis (blue) is the heat 

flux from Ref. [29] plotted as a function of porosity on the horizontal axis, and the FOM is plotted 

on the right vertical axis (orange).  The pitch here is fixed at 100 µm and the diameter/width of the 

structures are varied to obtain different porosities. The heat flux for both circular and square pillars 

shows a nonmonotonic trend with porosity. As discussed in Section 3.1, there is an optimum value 

of porosity due to the tradeoff between the effective area and the three-phase contact line per unit 

length. The FOM finds excellent agreement with the optimum porosity predicted for square and 

circular pillars at a given pitch. Figure 6 d represents the influence of the circular rib diameter on 

the FOM at a fixed porosity (0.56), and its comparison to evaporation heat flux data from Ref. 

[26]. The FOM captures the sharp reduction in the evaporative heat flux when the size of the 

structure is increased. These plots confirm that the FOM captures the trends predicted by these 

higher-fidelity models from the literature and can be used to identify the optimal structures. 
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Figure 6. Heat flux data from the literature (left vertical axis; blue) along with the figure of merit 
(right vertical axis; orange) plotted against porosity for (a) square pillars (square array), (b) circular 
pillars (square array), and (c) rectangular ribs, as well as with (d) varying diameter circular ribs. 
The literature heat flux data for (a)-(c) are from Ref. [29]. and for (d) from Ref. [26]. 
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Figure 7. Non-dimensional evaporation heat flux results for structured surfaces from Refs. [26], 
[27], [29], and [31] are plotted against the figure of merit (FOM) developed in the present work. 
The solid black line represents ''

eff evapq h T FOM∆ = . 

 

A comparison of the FOM value versus the heat flux predicted or measured in the literature 

[26, 27, 29, 31] for different structures is presented in Figure 7. The heat flux is non-

dimensionalized as ( )eff evap''q h T∆  to collapse the data from studies featuring different superheats, 

fluids, and other boundary conditions. The figure of merit has a close linear correlation with non-

dimensional heat flux obtained from the literature with an R-squared value of 0.91 across the 113 

data points presented in Figure 7. The figure of merit effectively captures the evaporative heat 

transfer performance of different structures in the literature including a wide range of sizes (pitches 

from 17.82 µm to 17.85 mm) and porosities (0.15 to 1). One exception is the influence of the 

contact angle which leads to a higher deviation for a particular dataset near the origin for non-

prismatic structures and circular pillars (from Ref. [27]). This dataset corresponds to heat flux 

predictions for a given structured surface at different contact angles. The influence of contact angle 

is only accounted for in the FOM through the calculation of the effective area of evaporation, but 

as noted earlier in Section 2.2, the contact angle can impact the thin-film characteristics as well. 

We introduce an alternative approach for determining thin-film characteristics accounting for the 

contact angle in the supplemental material S3, which improves the prediction performance, but 

compromises the simplicity of the thin-film characteristics given by Equation (11). For surveying 
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the different available structure geometries, for a fixed solid-liquid combination, the thin-film 

characteristics ( ch chHδ ) calculated using Equation (11) would result in accurate quantitative 

variations in FOM. For improved predictions accounting for the influence of contact angle, and 

for the cases of non-prismatic structures, a higher fidelity approach for the calculation of the thin-

film characteristics is provided in the supplemental material S3. 

The above comparison with the data in the literature suggests that the FOM is an effective tool 

for assessment of structured surfaces. The validation of trends for pillar and pore structures (Figure 

4) shows that the FOM is very useful in predicting the trends of evaporative heat flux for a given 

structured surface type. However, due to the necessary simplifications and assumptions required 

to arrive at the structure-agnostic parameter groupings comprising the FOM, it is expected that it 

does not have perfect accuracy in predicting the evaporative heat flux, and some spread in the data 

is observed in Figure 7. For comparison across different surfaces, a spread of ±0.05 in non-

dimensional heat flux prediction is expected as observed in Figure 7. 

3.3 Implications of the figure of merit (FOM) on evaporation enhancement 

This section discusses the key parameter groupings identified in the formulation of the figure 

of merit, and offers guidance for obtaining enhanced evaporation from microstructured surfaces.  

1. A larger three-phase contact line length per unit footprint area ( cl fpL A ) of a structure is 

desired. This suggests smaller structures and a higher packing density of the contact line. 

2. A larger meniscus area per unit footprint area ( evap fpA A ) is beneficial. Thus, surfaces with 

high 2D porosities as well as low contact angles (low contact angles increase the curvature 

and area of the meniscus) support superior performance.  

3. Heat transfer performance generally increases with a decrease in the scale of the 

microstructure. Smaller-scale structures (compared to larger-scale structures) have a higher 

three-phase contact line length per unit area ( cl fpL A ) while maintaining the same effective 

area ( evap fpA A ) available for evaporation. However, it is important to note that smaller 

length scales increase the challenge of sustaining liquid feeding due to their lower 

permeability, a factor that must be considered outside of this evaporation model. 

Hierarchical structures can help resolve such challenges. 
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4. Low contact angle surfaces are desired as they increase the meniscus curvature, leading to 

a higher area available for evaporation ( evap fpA A ). Lower contact angles also provide 

better thin-film properties (lower thickness chδ  and larger meniscus height chH ).  

5. Structures that increase the height of the thin-film area ( chH ) and decrease the 

characteristic thickness ( chδ ) of the thin-film area lead to better evaporation heat transfer. 

Unique structures such as inverse opals, catenoids, and horizontal cylindrical grooves can 

enhance the length of the thin-film region. Such structures have a high effective length to 

meniscus thickness ratio. 

6. For a given morphology, variation of the different feature sizes can lead to a tradeoff 

between the properties governing the evaporation enhancement ( cl fpL A , evap fpA A ,

ch ch/ Hδ ). For instance, in Figure 6 a-b, a change in porosity causes competition between 

the area available for evaporation ( evap fpA A ) and the three-phase contact line length per 

unit area ( cl fpL A ), leading to the existence of an optimum in evaporation heat flux. 

7. For a given solid-liquid combination, the evaporation performance can further be affected 

by changes in the contact angle that can arise from wetting hysteresis. The FOM predicts 

the evaporative performance for a specified contact angle, but in practice any contact angle 

hysteresis could lead to a range of evaporative performance. Such variation in evaporative 

performance due to contact angle hysteresis has been experimentally observed [32] and 

should be carefully considered for evaporative structure design 

4. Conclusions 

In this work, we introduced a figure of merit (FOM) for the evaporation heat transfer from 

microstructured surfaces. The FOM was calibrated against a higher-fidelity evaporation model for 

circular pillars in square and hexagonal arrays and circular pores in a square array. The figure of 

merit identified four important parameter groupings that affect the evaporative heat flux: (i) the 

three-phase contact line length per unit area cl fpL A ; (ii) a thermophysical property constant 

l lvk h ; (iii) the effective area of evaporation evap fpA A ; and (iv) the characteristic dimensions of 

the liquid thin film ch chHδ . Methods for estimating all the structure-agnostic parameter 
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groupings governing the FOM were provided. A comparison of the heat flux predictions from the 

literature with the FOM developed here showed a strong linear correlation. The influence of the 

key parameter groupings was analyzed to obtain microstructure design guidelines for maximizing 

evaporation heat transfer performance. The figure of merit serves as an effective tool to assess 

evaporative heat transfer performance across different structure morphologies and to obtain 

optimum structure dimensions.  
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